Abstract-In this paper, a low computational method of probability, crossover probability, crossover algorithm, efficiently and quickly handling large multivariate scattered tournament selection settings, the fitness function parameter data sets with a genetic algorithm for design parameter bounds and the population size. The testing of these tunable optimization is presented. The method presented combines the parameters has take place using two chosen functions; the use of a genetic algorithm and the linear interpolation technique Himmelblau function and Rosenbrock's Banana function. The identified as Lipschitz Interpolation. Using this method we have latest focus and most significant contribution has been the improved the performance of the algorithm in two ways, the genetic algorithm application to a five parameter set of variance of the solution and the total algorithm evaluation time g enetiaappliatio to a five cparmter setuo O~~~~~~~measurement data related to a chemical composition Quantum (an improvement of magnitude 90%).
I. INTRODUCTION
function and used as the fitness function in order to help the Genetic Algorithms (GA) have been very useful as design GA find the optimal parameters of the data set. In this optimization techniques and applied to many areas of particular case the data set is treated as a minimization research. Genetic Algorithms manipulate a statistical problem. population of data with a user defined encoding technique to solve complex optimization problems. The encoded data is I OPTIMIZATION AND EXPERIMENTATION modified by genetic operators of the algorithm, such as
At our first attempt, we have defined and implemented a crossover, mutation and selection to essentially evolve each less than perfect Quantum model fitness function in the GA to population to an optimal solution. To evolve the population of evaluate the fitness, in order for the GA to search for the data, each variable or set of variables is assigned a fitness optimal of all five parameters. When we speak of the optimal, based on a cost function. Computational speed and fast we are describing the data point with the least fitness or in convergence is a problem with genetic algorithms when they other words a minimization problem. The method of using a are applied to very dynamic and complex data sets or linear interpolation command interpn() in MATLAB was functions because of the iterative process of fitness taxing on the genetic algorithm, the processing time was large calculations through multiple generations of individuals. The and the results were inconsistent (refer to Table I ). The method described confronts this genetic algorithm challenge with the fitness function until now has been the optimization issue in a different way than what has been interpolation technique. The interpolation is implemented for completed in prior research. Prior research has evolved the only two parameters at a time while holding three of the genetic algorithm using the idea of genetic algorithm parameters constant. This involved five interpolations parameter optimization, such as crossover probability and calculations which have to take place before determining the mutation probability. We attack the genetic algorithm fitness of the five parameters. This technique is highly optimization for scattered data applications in a different way, inefficient and even though the algorithm converges for each through the fitness function. run, the final results are very poorly distributed for each
The algorithm we are utilizing throughout this paper is parameter.
coded in MATLAB and C. In our work we have defined some The next step was to define a more definitive fitness basic ranges of operation for optimal parameter settings of this function and interpolation technique. given by the data. Placing these vertex joined cones at each achieve, data point, you will essentially create a number of intersecting parallelograms. The mean of the parallelograms (constructed As you read further we will describe the application of a by the upper and lower bounds of each given data point) is recently developed interpolation method to a our GA which calculated and this becomes essentially a set of linear handles not only a five parameter problem easily but may be approximation functions which are connected to make a adapted to data sets with greater orders of parameters and piecewise linear interpolation of the data. The function defined by the Quantum Model data set satisfies the Lipschitz condition:
where M is the Lipschitz constant. Equation (1) is obviously the two dimensional representation of the Lipschitz condition. This implies that there is a quantified maximum slope of the function which all other slopes of the function are less than. The scatter data is assumed to fit this perception since it is a constrained function and all of the data is distributed through a defined space without an infinite slope. Based on the landscape surface plots of the five-dimensional data set we have generated in some of our initial work, the largest slope is The interpolation is based on defining a tight upper bound Mathematics, 2005] .
(HfPPer( )) and a tight lower bound (HWo Xer(X)) using the Voroni cell and Lipschitz constant which is applied to each data point represented by
accuracy of the algorithm. \ %, / /the convergence is very consistent with the minimum optimal fitness value of the quantum model data parameters. The \ \ / Lower Bound convergence of the algorithm along with other population characteristics is depicted in the plot in fig. 3 . The optimal \ / \ / final value of the five parameter data set is typically defined by the algorithm in less than 100 generations for the five Table II 
